OPASCA takes next step to expand the business announcing
the first European distribution partner
Mannheim, Germany, February 28, 2019
OPASCA GmbH, the leader in innovative safety and patient management solutions for
radiotherapy in Germany, is pleased to announce the next step of its business expansion with the
appointment of Tema Sinergie as an exclusive distributor in Italy. Together with Tema Sinergie,
OPASCA will introduce workflow management and patient safety solutions to italian public and
private radiotherapy centres.
In recent years, which have been marked by strong growth, OPASCA has managed an extensive
customer base in Germany from its headquarters in Mannheim. Supporting OPASCA‘s growth
strategy in other countries requires strong partnerships with well-established distributors.
Tema Sinergie has more than 30 successful years of serving client needs in the field of
radiotherapy in Italy and represents a large portfolio of innovative solutions from other
manufacturers. Tema Sinergie is also one of world leaders in the field of equipment for Nuclear
Medicine.
Dr. Alexej Swerdlow, CEO of OPASCA, said: “We are very pleased that TEMA Sinergie will support
us in implementing our European growth plan. They share our intrinsic customer focus and
innovative spirit. We are looking forward to expanding our joint commitment with them.”
“Patient satisfaction should be a fundamental target to reach for all clinical practices” said
Andrea Peroni, Radiotherapy business director of Tema Sinergie. “Currently, from that specific
perspective, radiotherapy can be further improved significantly, all over the world. We truly
believe that the solutions provided by OPASCA are of great help, firstly for the patient. We can't
wait to make such solutions adopted also in Italy.”
About OPASCA
OPASCA is a leader in innovative safety and patient management solutions for radiotherapy.
High-end products developed together with professionals for professionals are installed in
leading radiotherapy centres and help to improve lives of many patients.
OPASCA is dedicated to change radiotherapy processes by making them efficient, smooth and
safer to create a positive healing environment where clinicians dedicate time on what matters
most to their patients. More information is available at www.opasca.com.
About Tema Sinergie
Tema Sinergie is a multidisciplinary organization, a dynamic and innovative system working in
synergy to satisfy market needs with a wide range of action. Professionalism, proactivity, passion
and business intelligence are features that have distinguished the company every day since 1985.
Being constantly ready to anticipate customer needs with innovative solutions and cutting-edge
technologies has made Tema Sinergie a competent and reliable reference point.
More information is available at www.temasinergie.com.

